"Clean slate" is the informal name for Rykin Data’s primary service, in which the corporation will amass personal histories (specifically off the Internet) and destroy it permanently.

**HOW IT WORKS**

After candidates are processed and approved (a very simple procedure), Rykin Data takes information from public records, and then utilizes information provided by clients to do a thorough sweep-through of the Internet. With partners involved in all aspects of daily life, as well as new software developed exclusively by Rykin Data, the company has the ability to procure information at an incredible speed.

After the information is completely amassed, Rykin Data will check with clients to ensure that nothing is left out. The information is then removed from both the Internet and from physical public records (with emphasis on the former) and replaced with a clean record.

**IS THIS LEGAL?**

Absolutely — if, and only if, candidates are not currently serving time at jail for crimes and misdemeanors.
Personal histories organized by names, dates of birth, credit card numbers, driver's license numbers, bank account numbers, and social security numbers have a cyber immortality given the ease at which information can be transmitted and stored on databases. In response to the growth of efficient Digital Information Retrieval (D.I.R.) programs by which one's personal history can be accessed without one's knowledge or approval, Rykin Data has developed the methods in which a software-based application can source the total sum of one's personal information archived on all databases and permanently purge this data, effectively granting the subject a clean slate within the digital world.